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All services provided to 
survivors, their family or 
friends are no charge.

A local organization 
that serves Livingston 

County, MI

We help anyone who 
has been effected by 
interpersonal violence. 

A Premier Agency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the three talking points on the slide about what LACASA offers the community.



Delivery

Implementation

Creating Content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our objectives today will include tips to creating all content for a solid program. Tools for Implementing your program The most important aspect of providing violence prevention education, the program delivery



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we discuss any of this information we have to talk about knowing your audience. Incoming freshmanTitle IX coordinatorsStudents who would like to expand advocacy work on your campus



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s get started with content. These tips may be exactly what you are looking for, or may be different from your process. There is no right or wrong way to create meaningful content and we encourage you to get creative and find what works for you and or your team! 



Create Learning Objectives & Outline

Dating Violence
• Dynamics of Abuse 

• Power and Control

• Why It Can Be Hard to Leave

• How to Help a Friend

Sexual Assault
• Defining Sexual Assault

• Understanding Consent

• Myths and Misconceptions

• Rape Culture

• Supporting Survivors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there are many layers to content creation the first step we take is to figure out what students need to learn or what key points were requested by your schoolIt is important to build knowledge from the ground up without assuming students have base knowledgeFor example, if a college would like us to cover rape culture or bystander intervention- it will still be important to discuss basics surrounding Sexual Assault and Understanding Consent. We like to think of it as not only teaching the topic, but un-teaching societal norms and learned behavior. We are ensuring students are feeling empowered by the information they are receiving rather than feeling a sense of guilt or inadequacy. This is something we learned early on in providing our programs. We are essentially given 60-120 minutes to undo 18-21 years of internalized thinking. While This isn’t true for everyone, it is still important to treat these topics as fresh new information for your students. So starting from the beginning with basics (a 101) is key. 



• Pre-Survey
• Post-Survey
• Satisfaction Survey
• Peer Review

• MOU
• Scope & Sequence
• Presentation Materials

• Fact Sheets
• Agency Brochure
• Give Away

• Slide Show
• Skits
• Activities
• Props

Presentation
Supplemental

Materials

Analysis Tools
Implementation

Tools

1 2
34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that you have your outline or learning objectives, you have to create your content materials. We have split this up into 4 sections and numbered them based on what we like to create first. There is no right or wrong way to do this and everyone’s process is different. I like to have all of my materials set and ready before I create any implementation tools or plans.  The beauty of being this prepared  and tedious about the creation process is that once your programs are trusted within an institution, you can typically cut out a lot of these steps or use materials you have already created for follow-up presentations. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with presentation basics



Put Outline 
Points

In Slides

Add Content
Formal

Or
Informal

Refine
&

Condense

Add
Photos 

Activities 
Videos 

& 
Skits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the process I typically follow when making a presentation



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Less is always more with any presentation.Is it something really important and needs to be on the screenIs it something that can be delivered using a photo
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We like to create out supplemental materials based on the presentation outline and learning objectives. Fact sheets can provide extra information you were unable to fit into your presentation or solidify key points and learning objectives. For example- After receiving feedback from my target audience, I realized that I had WAY too many statistics in the presentation. Statistics are great, but can sometimes lose your audience. So I put many statistics in the fact sheet and only highlight a few in my presentation.  It can be helpful to have materials from your local DV/SA agency available to participants. Since we are the agency providing both the presentation and materials, we typically have LACASA information available both in the presentation and in brochure form.If you are able to supply swag, or use give aways to engage your audience, it is always appreciated! who doesn’t like free stuff. We have also found it beneficial to have items with our helpline on it so students have a discrete way of contacting us or getting our  information to a friend safely because sometimes, it isn’t safe to give someone an entire fact sheet and brochure.  Example- we have had bracelets with an empowering or catchy phrase on the outside and LACASA’s help-line information on the inside. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have analysis tools for all of our programming middle school through college. We ensure peer feedback and review is taken into serious consideration and update content annually or bi annually (mid semester) – we will discuss how we use teens and young adults later in the presentation. We provide different forms of satisfaction surveys to all program participants.We conduct a pre/post survey for our CORE program Dating Smart. This is our High School DV/SA education presentation and also our longest/ largest program. All other programs are created using Dating Smart as a base. This saves a lot of time when updating or changing content. 



Must have a way to match Pre & Post Survey

Using an opinion scale tends to get more authentic 
answers than a “test” style evaluation (yes/no)

Eg. Agree, disagree, unsure/IDK

Ensure you are addressing key learning objectives while also 
not making your desired response too obvious.

Example:

LACASA 2012 Q: 
It is alright for one person to force another into sexual 
activity, if they have already been intimate.

LACASA 2021 Q: 
It is okay for one person to assume they have consent for 
sexual activity if they have already been intimate. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opinion scaleAddressing objectives without being obvious- Before I began to focus on the YPE program at LACASA the survey had many questions that worked for it’s time. I was noticing that not many students were having in increase in their pre-to post survey. When I reviewed the data, it showed that students were getting most of the answers,  especially the ones focused on rape culture, correct on the pre and post survey.We last updated the survey in 2018. This was providing us with really helpful information. By changing our questions, we were able to see if we were truly getting to our learning objectives we wanted. We had 2 educators at the time and were able to get a breakdown to see the difference in each presenters program and where each individual needed to rework how they presented the information. We have tried many different ways to match pre-post surveys. This is not too difficult until your compiling 1000s of surveys.  This method was used origionally, and continues to be the easiest and most accurate way to match pre-post surveys. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MOU- a Memorandum of Understanding may be necessary depending on your relationship to the educational institution. This can aid in logistical understanding including: the role each partner plays, expectations and stipulations along with how the program may be funded if there is a nominal component. Scope and Sequence- an outline of your entire presentation. This format is typically utilized in schools or education. I have used this with parents, curriculum review boards, funders, and training staff to deliver programming. Have all presentation materials ready in an easy to open format, I prefer PDF, so your program curriculum can  be reviewed easily.  







Delivery is Everything



Platform of Presentation

In Person

• Able to build a relationship with 
participants.

• Engagement and participation are 
centralized.

• Support services and questions are 
available on-site and immediately.

Virtual

• Able to provide presentation to a 
wide range of participants.

• Attendance and availability are 
expanded.

• Offers sense of safety.



In Person   vs    Virtual
LACASA provided both in person and virtual presentations during 
Covid-19 restrictions. The statistics and feedback showed an 
overwhelming preference for in-person presentations.



Breaking the Barrier:
Discussing violence in an engaging way



The “Roller Coaster” Effect







It’s Your 
Turn To 
Change 

The World



Scenarios, Stories and Activities!
• Ensure any supplemental videos, activities, or scenarios have a purpose and are 

strategically placed in the presentation.

• Provide a diverse use of humor, emotional impact, and empowerment.

Impactful
Survivor Story

Hands on
Activity

Scenario Using 
Audience

Funny Video

Skit with
Props



Adapted from Planned Parenthood 



Tea Consent (Clean)
&

James is Dead



When Your Date Doesn’t Hear The Word “No”
&

The Morning After





Tools and Take Away
• It takes more than information to build a future free from violence!

• Providing students with tangible tools and skills will allow them to apply  
information beyond the presentation and into their lives.  

Interrupting
Rape Culture

Providing 
Resources

Supporting
Survivors

Role Play
Advocacy

Bystander
Intervention



Frequently
Questions

Asked



We Are 
Empowered
Strong ● Proud ● Inspired
Youth Voice in Prevention 

@lacasayouthvoice



@lacasayouthvoice



@lacasayouthvoice
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